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Among- the problems to he pre level

by

President

Wahlquist

area new state college salary proposal, the 1963-64 college budget.
the overseas campus plan, the
master curriculum, the Student
[Union building, college fees and
campus rival defense.

ASB Execs Seek
Judiciary Helpers
.,,,ots are
needed by A.-.lostice Jeff
Dkvis and AS13 Executive Secrets). Bath Wei .

General
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Israel,
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11:30 a.m, in the College Theater.
Shalev’s talk is sponsozed jointby
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the International

(’enter,

International

Relations

Club and the Inter-C’ultural Coun-

’rhe garage will be open on a
24 -hour basis. Final inspections
were completed l’hursday afternoon.
pur
Parking pores-esier’s Ofehased from Oa
Adm263. The eifiee is open
deily from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m
In order to protect again-.
ef permits to persons not net...,
ized to park on college proper presentation of a student bits
employee identification can!
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PARKING FEES
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T he remainder of the semester .i
dlows:
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ezular students
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$.300
Employees, one-half time
or more
$6.50
Employees, less than onehalf time
$3.00

Formerly he was active in Israelis Foreign Ministry as chief of
the United States Desk in the
Putt’ ic Reiaiuons Del ’art me n t . press
lid, weed:end ii,a; -attain [hell, 0, - officer and spokesman and head
of the Director General’s office.
day.
In 1954 after wirking at the
CONSTRUCTION STRIKE
According to Dr. C. Grant Bur- Israel Emtesssy in Washington, D.
ton, executive dean of the (renege, C. for three years. he received an
the structure was originally sched- M.A. degree in International Relauled to open in August in time for tions from the American Univerbeeinnine of the fall semester. sity, Washington, D.C.
eonstruction strike figurrei.
During Israel’s war of indecentrally in the delays of comple- pendence Shalev served in the
tion." Burton observed.
!Neenah and the Israel Defense
"We hope use of the garage will Army its Adjutant of the Sixth
allevhite some ’if the jiarking prom. Brigade with the rank of captain.
eens which have faced the college He now holds the rank of major
r the pnst ceverial years "
in the Reser. I, Arrev in Tame!
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He is the head of the Survey
Fetes re h Unit of the London
Sehonl of Economics and Political
Science.
The author of numerous televion researeh studies, Dr. Belson
was also senior psychologist for the
British Broadcasting Corporation.

r afternoon at 3:30 in Morris
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In June 1961. Shalev took his
present post as consul general of
Israel for the 11 Western States,
Hawaii and Alaska.

he said.
Dr. Belson has been in the U.S.
here
fir four weeks and will be
for another two.
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essential elements of college alge-
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Greeke, it should lei a real "lega -see." It’s the annual "Gorgeous
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The 23 partieipants of the Se,.
t PM her 1962 June 1963 session are
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try. They are all co.
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Salinger snot Kennedy probably
will open tlit ismferenee with a
ri I ellitIlt ala l’Illrrt.
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until
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DR. HANS MORGENTHAU
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Cuba has been completed.

Dean. U.S. disarmament expert,
was the first eevernment official
to reply to (I- tr 1 -..mier Fidel
down U.S.
Castro’s threat
Slot threat
surveillance t,’
a declarawas reindtr,,,
11.
1, , .
tdor Carlos
enti-airerate
le.Ii,, i Ii’.
batteries would gin into action
against all spy planes "from toNov. 27 and voting is slated day on."
the followane two days. WinSpeaking in the disarmament
will be announced it a rally debate of the General Assembly’s
dance Nov. 30.
Main Political Committee, Dean

.rh,

,e,eral classes, ha-ills in.
formal diseussion sessions with .535
students and presents a public lee- ture during the evening of his first
day,
he

It ROPE,1N STIDTI:S
Born in Coining. Germany. in
1904, Dr eTorgenthau completed
Isis tandereraduate studies in Berlin. Frankfert and ATainich. He did
Isust-sraduate work at the Graduate Institute for International
Studies at Geneva and was admitted to the liar in 1927, also serv’he ing as amine PIT’Sirient of the Le
.n
I,. s- Lev ceurt in Frankfort

"As to the threat made ,
Cise... Sitter to the secret:lie
i voiced here I,representativ.
planes will pee’
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Press Tomorrow
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United State.,

Appheations for the contest,
sponsored each year by the Freshman Class, must he in the College
Union with the $2 entry fee by
At present the first Institute on a p.m. tomorrow.
Campus is stiecessfelly tanderwes.
The contest is open to all recogDr. Feldman said. "The seas ern- nized living centers and campus
its organizations.
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ment is certainly
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student

directories
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of the Spartan Fligskraore and the
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This will he the last sale of the
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Bolt Weenie ASP executive secretary and member of Shields Approximately 1.54)1) copies WIII tue
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-01 c.or.T. rrrt,Tr.
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Faculty: What Changes
Are Needed at SJS?

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
zer
r C1P=t),

Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of space limitations,
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words. preferably typed and doublespaced. Letters exceeding this amount
either will not be printed or will be
edited to conform to length. The editor also reserves the right to edit
letters to conform to style and good
taste. Letters of personal attacks will
not be printed. All letters must include the writer’s signature and ASII
number.
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By BETTY LUBRANO
Photos By Barry Stevenson
Mrs. Inste M. Epatein, assistant professor of
prtirg.slisitt:
1111.li. there are too many committee meeti think we could cut down on the number
!,iculty meetings. which I hate found take
,%%ay from instruction. I in referring to all eonscollege-wide, departmental and organi...anaJ. I feel there is a need for a committee
-tais; structure, but I feel there is a need to
cut .iLasn on the number."
I w /..,sloa. assistant profewmetr of
.

Coeds Say Student
Manners Lacking

._

tor inore lane tor rs-sesuch
wcie ,s
and inure money for student assistant funds, such
as readers. and more secretarial service. I think
there also should be greater faculty participation
in the development of educational philosophy.
Such minor things as haying research manuscripts
or papers typed by a typing pool are needed.
Manuscripts or scientific papers should be mailed
at college expense."
Raphael Hailer, assistant professor of speech:
"Every classroom instructor should have an
assistant-- - a student assistant- -who will help him
in such matters as grading essay exams and
tutoring students. Also, more benches are needed
tor students. I see many of them sitting on the
lawns and damaging them. Benches would be
more comfortable and the lawns would look better. Perhaps some more vending machines for
the Spartan Bookstore could be installed to cut
down on the crowns. Vending machines should
be put in for items such as IBM sheets."
Dr. James E. Blackwell, assistant professor
of siaiiilagy:
-One of the essential changes we need is, in
fact. continued increases in library facilities. For
example. there are many areas in which multiple
copies of the sarne work are vitally needed. Many
ootside reading could be ails,of more references."

Special Student Rates
Shampoo and set
Haircut

8250
81.75

Yana 3
1

&au y Salon
167 E. William
Corner
4th & William

ewou.,

CY 7-6979
Open
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

I_ tilted Radio and T.V. Supply

Co.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
8-1212
1425 W. SAN CARLOS
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Light the Landing Lights, Mother
From the Desk of Oliver Wendell Blintz Jr :
0. W. Blintz Jr.
Lord and Lady 0. W. Blintz
431B Allen Hall
22 Beefeater Blvd.
San Jose, Calif.
Liverpool, U.K.
Nov. 18, 1962
Dearest Mama and Papa:
Goodness, it is almost time to come see you two again. I shall be
leaving this beastly hamlet in three days. I will motor to San Francisco, jet to London, then, if you will, have Max pick me up at
Northolt. Tell him not to bring the two-motored craft this time. I
hate conspicious displays.
In all, I should be home Thursday morning, tail -wind permitting.
If not, keep the landing lights on for me Thursday night.
Oh yes, I am bringing a guest again. Now. I know I brought
one with me last weekend, but for pity sake, if one can’t share his
good fortune with his fellow man, what fun is there in life? His
name is Getty. J. P. Getty. You will have to get used to him. He
has a terrific complex about being rather handsomely endowed.
J. P. and I will only stay for two days. He has to drop by Dallas
before we return to San Jose. Something about a man named Hof fa
trying to unionize his oil wells. Ugh, how vulgar!
SMASHING NEW GAME
Papa. I’ve learned a smashing new game over here. It is called
Chicken. You see, one takes one’s Mercedes and aims it square at
the grille of an oncoming Ford or something and the first chap to
lose his nerve has to pull off the road. We play on weekends on
the San Simeon Highway, just south of Monterey. It certainly is
bully.
Mama, your last check written on the Bank of England bounced.
Heavens, poopsie, do be more careful. It’s rather hard to rectify
$5,000, even at Lucky Markets.
Those fellows I told you about last week didn’t win their game.
You would think they would just pull out of the contests to save
face. But not they! This past weekend, they took on Stanford,
where Jeremy is going. I must putt up to see Jere one of these days.
I hear he is somewhat down on his luck. It seems his ash trays
became full and he couldn’t find the factory serviceman in his
area who would empty them. Blast these international service
warranties, anyway. I mean, what good are they when you really
get in a jam like old Jere did?
Oh yes, the team. For some type of reward for their performance this season, they will be flying to Honolulu. If I can arrange
it with Max, I may have him get the B58 and pick me up in Sacramento. Wouldn’t it be fun racing the team to the islands?
I had better tighten this up and post it before too long. I do
want J.P. to have a comfortable weekend.
Remember, papa, don’t take any blue diamonds.
WarieR
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Editor:
WHAT HAS HAPPF.NED TO
( iUlt MANNERS AT SAN JOSE
STATE?
I am referring to the atrocious way students grab madly for
their books and make a 25-yard
clash for the closest exit as soon
as the bell rings. You would
think we weie so many sheep
about to be slaughtered when-- ring- saved by the bell.
What about the due respect
supposedly given to a professor?
Imagine his chagrin when halfway through a sentence the class
walks out. But then again. I
suppose here at SJS the instructors are used to it! Do students assume that all professors
are educated machines that
automatically
stop dictating
when the bell rings?
We think students would find
it embarrassing and somewhat
humiliatiing if they %vete in the
teacher’s shoes, to say nothing
of personal embarrassment every college student should feel
for his own rudeness.
Next time that bell rings, if
it isn’t too much of a hardship,
try to give the teacher the benefit of the doubt that he has
something worthwhile to say.
After all, you signed up for his
class, he didn’t pick you!
Janet Hettinger, ASB A1325
Diane Creme, ASB A6684
Jody liesilockway, ASH A8725
Bonnie l’arks. ASK A13058

Reader’s Condemn
Birch Talk, Tactics
Editor:
We read in the Spartan Daily
that Edward Griffin, ex-insurance man and now West Coast
director of the John Birch Society, saw fit, in the course of his
address to the Students Against
Communism, to cry foul against
members of the community who
insist that Birch advocates instantly document all the widewheeling allegations that they
are in the habit of making. At
the risk of falling into that
naughty classification --"antianti-Communists" - we would
like to call him to book concerning his reference to General
Dwight Eisenhower.
Before Griffin made his speech
he must have had time to do a
bit of research -- after all, character assassination is a rather
serious affair. The truth is that
Eisenhower was a major general
rather than a lieutenant colonel
before he was given the appointment to head the invasion of
North Africa. Rather than owing
his appointment to his friendship
with President Roosevelt, as
Griffin claimed, he met Roosevelt for the first time only days
before his appointment was announced (Eisenhower, "Crusade
in Europe." p.511.
The preceding is only illustrative of the dreary technique
constantly resorted to by these
people. From its moon-calf birth,
the John Birch Society never has
;tr.r.opted the basic criteria of
Democratic society. Anti-intellectual, anti -humanistic, depending on the ignorance of their
the
than
rather
audience
strength, the Birchers stand for
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Editor:
I believe the news report on
William Shirer’s talk (Spartan
Daily, Nov. 13) left an incorrect
impression of what Dwight Eisenhower had to say about the
nuclear arms race. In the article,
former President Eisenhower is
said to have suggested ceasing
nuclear bomb production and de-

striation of all present
nu

weapons.
I doubt
I
that Shiver’s ten

were accurately pwraph
here
did not attend the ta
but in any event, this state
is only a half-truth. What Li
bower advocates, unit whai
other responsible governmen
ficials have advocated since
fore any other nation had
lear weapons, is nuci.
ment accompanied
inspection to show Ili
lion has completer,
It

1.

O: (
Kk
It.

Atosistaist Proteroarr ot I lien

EDITOR’S NOTE: Shirer said, -I
with former President Eisenhower
gestion. md three years an
all countries stop nuclear festal
production, and tear down all a
bases.

.A-ground
blasts, which
constitute 90 per cent of the
could be outlawed with formal i
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Brigitte Bardot in
And God Created Woman

1433 The Alameda

The Arrow "Gordon Dover Club" has captured the Oxford look
with a newer, softly rolled button-down collar.
A trim placket front, button in back of collar and back
center plait completes the tradition. Comfort is
tailored right into the cotton Oxford cloth. Come in age
$

Shirer’s Quotation
From Ike Accurate?

73060
TOWNE CV

COLLARED:
THE OXFORD LOOK

collar yours now!

nothing but aniersuninunisin.
Isn’t is ii onic that t hey so
closely resemble those whom
they detest? It would be an act
of mercy to put them doan collectively on the couch and sat
through their hate-ridden, paranoic psyches. Lies. distortions,
they range the fronsmears
tiers of their own fantasies, contributing nothing to the Democratic dialogue.
Robert (I. Het -knell
Itrteerst: oftet.)
Lt. Col. U.S. A .
ASH A2130
Laurence. H. Hires
Anistant Profemor
Science.

Two Great English Comedies
CARRY ON TEACHER
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CARRY ON SERGEANT

396 South First
WE’LL BURY YOU
(A newsreel commentary)
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do they 1.,ry it, solve It by keeping it hidden?
According to Dr. Neeson, "the
problem," will mean all things
Ems all people.
Tricky stage business presents enormous production problems, Neeson added.
Starring in the play are Russell ifoleranb, as Amadee,
Si mitotic name in itself and
Mari Lyn Henry as his not too
pleasant wife Madeleine.
Other cast members are H.
James TelltAson as the postman,
who causes quite a stir and Gail
Lundin and Richard Dussell as
Is,. policemen.
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Hall to conduct the first
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this is the same pi
aide before the tir
elm ago

Symphony" is Scotch.
The dazzling first movement
establishes it strong rhythmic
figure, ladliantly orchestrated.
The second movement, cited by
some as representing a funeral
prtmession, is followed by a
leisurely third movement that
has toniiii, of the military. For
hi, finale Mtndelssohn ithose a
It that brings the
energetic! close.
have criticised Mendeltri,Nic for taking depth.
Wi",T ,1,i.th the "Italian Sym1.
s
inay not have is
l’ori In the brillit dion, the wealth
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SJS Symphony To Open Season
Tomorrow Night; Jennifer Chase Soloist
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for one.
Here, at S.Ji-s -1,. 1.-,- honored esory day for her high
scholarship work in
o and her contributions to
college life. Recognitagi
form of scholarships, plaques
anti words.
one
Ala.0
But the
in sr li
’c’ ’in have always, and undoubtedly
will always. till111, 1111, I if. not recognized with plaques
and meclak led 1..
--cttline double-take look which
says 1,54)\’’’’
-FS
III
tr5rEsTs
The beauties If.;
!
.1.41 Pi in the Sweetheart
of Sigma (1,1
V:11 Tinti.
Carol l’, I ’,win
e the house’s contestants
in the Phi
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the Phi Sig contest are
iOttftiteS Shaion
dener.
Sharon AlcPhiit
are Gamma Phis in the running for Sweotheart
,
, hit Lynn Schulthess and Cindy
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’lit’ Sigma Nu White Rose Princess contest
’ ,tinat ion Girls are Marcia WittenVying
berg and Bonnie Ilennot.!
id and Pat McCoy are Theta
C’hi Dream Girl contest,,.
From Kappa Delta, ,
,t1,1
., .I,ihnston are vying for
the Sigma Chi Sweetho,,,Miller and Sharon Latinlet’ are contestants in u,’. F
( ;11’1 contest.
lilt: is( illot.ABS
The Kappa Kappa I ;
I heir semi-annual scholarship dinner recently iviii
presented to Jan Johnson,
Judy McConnell and Path, , It toits.
Rocently honored hs
’y. Kappa Delta, for outstanding
kirship was Sin Ilth.: ’d
I ravidson was named the RD’s
and Site Bertotti was honored
hi’
.1: ssith the chapter .0
\dobe Creek Country Club in Los
Pledge dances ss,
Altos, Claremont ilotti!
!
.ind La Rinconada Country Club
in Los Gatos by G.0111110 I ’I
Inila Omicron Pi and Sigma
Kappa, respectively.
The Phi Mos held their pledge dance at the Claremont Hotel
also. with the AlpIN
eire.--int La Rinconada.
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John Metesser, president:
Pitney, secretary-treasurer.
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overture." opus I
The overt it
a ballet, "The r o
metheus." which bad its
miere in Vienna in 11401

1.01

pre-

Like most of Beettn,voit’, mu,. lc for the stage, tin nand hi, i,tit
fallen into obscuriti
I
vernal. remains a
ertoire piece.
The over lure is prinutitily concerned with is typically Beethoven theme, a strong rhythmic
one that is forceful anti filaSetl a more lyrline, contrast... .
ical ono
Ji:NNII loll

Miss

(

N’ml,
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Thoit.;.
will 1,..,
rol
the recital
Chuck’s lanitni,trk ,n
iv! Ring ’Often." one ot ta
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today.
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operatic SI.,,
The
Faialtit
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1111:11

Verdi seldom achieved the lyric beauty and ,Iramatic force of
this aria 111
7,, I
that preo,edewi
,,
lion Carlo."
The orchesth, will round nut
the program si oh the Poltivetsian Dances from Alexander
Bolodin’s seldom performed tin
era "Prince Igor."
The dance sequence occurs 1:7
the opera’s second Oct during .,
banquet scene. Borodin’s meth dies were made popular a fe-,
years ago when they becan score tor the Broadway it,
The program will he
tomotrow evening, al in Concert Hall.
The program is ,,rwn
without ,11.t.a.

ON THE PODIUM Walters, professor c4 -prepares to raise the Li .
tomorrow night’s opening of
the 1962-63 SJS Symphony at
8:15 in Concert Hall. Soloist
for the evening will be Jr-nr- iCr r
Chase, contralto, who

ULU ANN

selections from opera. ti For
work of the concert will be the
"Italian Symphony- of Mendelssohn.
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No tea’s, no anger
for Bevy
2 0 -year -old bride f
s Elder, Spartan football end.
s oaten used to being married
to a football player.

"I never get to eat dinner ssitls
him. lie never gets I
until
9 after training table " she
sighs.
Put othet than sceinJ; little
her new husband, Betty claims
that marriage is great.
"I’m really enjoying being married. One thing is. he’s easy to
cook for when he is home. He ne\ eft comiilains." says Betty. wh.,
appreciates this as she works from
S a.m. to 5 p.m. as secretary to the
res.:Let rar heie.
Betty is working to put her hes..ind through college iahich
rmish next year with a crest,
.r coaching and history.

FRANCISCO
RN AT ION Al

CAR SH

WORKING WIFE-Pretty Betty Elder goes oiiier scme office
forms for husband Chuck Elder, Spartan grid star. The 20-yearold wife is employed as secretary to the registrar here, while
Chuck works toward a college degree.

Yosh Uchida Boosts
Popularity of Judo

"It used to really bother me, bit.
not anymore. Anything which hito
to do with the initin scares me.’
By GEORGE BROW \
says Betty. remembering a night a
An history of the rise ot judo
few years ago when danger was in the United States, from its acright on hand.
ceptance as a college sport. just
’One time when he was playing. a decade ago, to its inclusion in
he got hit and played three fourths the 1964 Olympics, would have to
of the game with no memory." she begin at SJS.
Yosh Uchida. the SJS judo coach.
recalled.
When I went up to hint after- would probably be mentioned in
ward, he waiked right past me. He the first paragraph of the first
chapter.
didn’t re.en recognile me
It would read something like
since that time his "hurt."
this:
!lase been eomparatisels
College judo had its beginning
dies aavays proto, sore af t cc in 1937 when San Jose State set
up the first judo program within
a game and I have to .00e him a
a college curriculum. But a world
rubdown."
Betty
noated.
She
war put the skids to immediate
added with,’. chuckle. "You really
development, in the U.S.. of a sport
have to baby him."
was naturally associated with
Chuck hasn’t decided whether or that
Japan
.
he will play professional ball
It ssa.n’t until IMO that the
oter graduation. but Betty says.
first in
judo meet
he does. I won’t say anything.
oceurred. It happened at SJS.
I think my husband was probably
l’ehida’s team out-thress k,sloaam with a football in his hand."
kaa artists from the Falser-4%s
of California in the first of a
siihreadhieresearkreallaftealior
I.
impressive record of skirls.

HUNDOR
SMOKE SHOP

fOIJ,1/g

339 S. lst St.

Agluri SEEN
Olio RE

(across form Hole’s)
CY 7-4653
"S

RAILTON
record

l’p until this time judo was
,idered nothing more than a
hem sport in this country.
!inc to Uchida.
’.5"e set the pace for the rest
nation. and ever since then
been looked to for leadership
in the furtherance of judo."
Two years later. in 1952. judo in
U.S. was form’ into faster evo’.
internatianal intervencc
French Judo Federation
the Amateur Athletic Union
American participation in

TOBACCO i
a. I.’,

splay
I"
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two years. Froin 196u to 1962 he
was president. For nearly a decade, until last year, he edited the
federation’s news bulletin.
The first AAU national judo
championship bouts were held the
same year at SJS.
sun .10.
State’s 1.1 I,- html,
[soli., st,tertise.
a San
captured the first national .kA I’
heavyweight judo crown at the
tournament.
Hunt went on to represent the
U.S. in the Paris meet in late
1953, accompanied by a Chicago
judoist. Johnnie Osaka.
Seeds of judo participation in the
Olympics were shown in the Paris
meet.
"We got to know each other a
little better.- Uchida recalls.
More international play to
u het the Olympic appetite Of.,urred in 1933. Japan’s best collegians itiet with a SJS-Berkeley
.01 -tar tin, for the first collegiate iill-star meet. .5gain SJS
ss as the host. The Japaness team
non ea.ily.
S! ne. then AAU judo chairman.
! the intornatotoat clya,
..itani,tee in 1956 far the admission of 41,-)i, The International
Judo Fedetation presented a sirnultan( ius petition. They were told
that the first tot:irritation for admission is i’l.roval of a maturity
i.f the natiens that participate in
the Games.
Uchida anti Stone then began
the arduous task of seeking international zippi oval.
Finally four years later, judo got
the offi-ial 0.K. aftcr a Swiss
meeting of the committee in 19110.
Stone didn’t live to rejoice in the
triumph. Uchida was left I., carry
the banner. Ile was named chairman of the T S Olympic Committee.
Sparked Its S.1S and the Itivticin judo
plc decision in
pread across the nation.
Last semester the first notional
collegiate judo ti.utnament was
held at the Air Force Academy
in Colorado Springs. (’olo. San Jose
State won in competition against
15 schools to become the first en).

the late Henry Some
then head wrestling coach at Berkeley. pushed through AAU endcrse* Smokers Accesories
ef cilene jurIt’i with the formen;
mation. in 1953. of the U.S. Judo
* Complete Stock
at lAttgounes
Black Belt Federation
l’thida m.fis named ricting secre* Barnes C Noble
tat.v of the new association. The legiate champs.
College Out .ne Sc’ e
to:kissing ;tear he became viceThe U.S. Collegiate Judo Assn elation Wnq fornimi at tile meet. It
is growing rapidly, already boasts1 ing the membership of NYU.
Princeton. Minnesota. USC. Ohio.
Loyola of Los Angeles. Colo: ado
State. Illinois and several others.
804 S. 11th STREET
The 1963 championship meet will
Phone 294-3004
sr. held at Princeton
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Phi Sigma Kappa. with the outdi.ling play of Dick McMillan..
].pert

-

all

threats and

blanked

the Cal -Hawaiians. 6-0, for the AllCollege Championship at Spartan
Stadium Friday.
McMillan not only scored the
winning touchdown on a near-impossible catch, he made several dcfensive plays that literally wre 1the Cal -Hawaiians’ chance Owens pitched an aerial to
Ian early in the game for it
only score. The pass covered 1.
yards.
Late in the game, the Cal -II ,waiians nearly tied the score. i..
Rich Welch tipped the ball out
the CHs’ man’s hands. Welch
intercepted a ball near CHs’
line on the next to last play
the game.
Dan Unruh. intramural di:, tor. called the game a typical h
I’ ught game. There were seve7-..
roughing penalties and gene
hard play.
A m rowd of approiitust,Is
1.110) persons cc :itched the battle
and also sass the North,rn California Ins Rational cross ,,,,, itrs
meet.
The Phi Sigs are now the holiii. of the crown for touch
won la s
that Pi Kappa All
Todny. howling captains mei .!
NIG2O1 at 3730 p.m. There are 0..
50 teams entered. Competition
eins Nov. 27 at Alma Bowl at
Downtown Boss.).
Basketball entries are
Wednesday for both fraterni
and independent teams. Th.
already a few teams shined ..:
Unruh sal’i all will come in t
at onee. There can he as man,
65-70 teams, but no more Sc!:
time and space limit entries at

,

U. :r

Lccee

-711.

14/1.1

’
!

tst

IsIll 1

John
Olejnik*
says...

Before the race, Stanford’s coach
Payton Jordan. said that he t.
lieves the Spartans can go to..
far, and this is even past the
meet. "The school has a ereat
r
(1:1)bke,d ptih-temt,Irr.,,,fs,-cohuentsa:
team.
Luwell
yell as its coaehes.
The meet was witnessed t
nearly 1,000 fans. Who
-ee cc
out to Spartan Stadium

tt You’ll

find the best ens.’.-" .3

your life Insurance prob’,
both now and later-in C.

RENT A BIKE

you about R.,’

ossc-ted speed b ’.es a.a lobe

BUY A BIKE
*JOHN OLEJNIK

1, 2. 3, 10, 15 speed biles.

10 speed low

as $69.95

Borina Drive
San Jose, Calif.

4992

OR GANDER

Tel: 253-1337

At the finest afray of bikes
in all Santa Clara CoJnty

THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE CON’Par,
OF AMERICA

FINEST IN SA1ES AND SEaVICE

PA LS CYCLES

exch,sive.y to Cc.,,ege C!,

1435 T5. Ala-ed3

1.076!,

ALMA GOLF COURSi::
son

jose’s newe0. mod t rJeo:a.
9 hole golf course

Only Lighted Gc.’
Course in NorThe, California
$1.00 - students an facuiy

GOLF -

MON. T,IFJ

MINIATURE GOLF -75e- with A.S.B.
* 9-hcle golf course
* putt.ng greLns

* miniature gait
* snack bar

ALMA GOLF COURSE
445 W. Alma Si, San Jose

Ita.ket hall officials ar, io.o.111 .1
%%ill h.’ held. one
Tull
26 at 3:30 in NII.201 and tlo
other Nov. VI at 6:30 in NIt,!!til
The Turke’v Trot is Wed,
along with the Greek Rel,
ruh said there are over s
entered in the trot They o
from the Men’s Gym to s.
Street. south .4.1 Seventh
Spartan Stadium and bar
Captains must get infoi mat.
from Unruh today. Each man e
be wearing the nturt
to him. Runners will 7...
of the Men’s Gym at 12 2.’ i
call will he held at this time.
race should not take more they
minutes and will be call,
minutes.
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SPARTANS S-T-R -E-T -CH
YOUR CLEANING DOLLARS
1,01

THIS

IS

COUPON

WORTH
1 )1.:(I

50c

dre,e, Mem+. dip.
loautdalls drs
Pr’o etc..
tttttt
rii.anrd in in-? 21

Inisrl

11,1, rt ptre.4
Nrn ember 29

506

So

Nth, Corner

E. William

111111111111111111111 till 111111 iii,,1111 III 111111 1111111 1111111 111111 lIlt IIIIIIII 11)11111 hIll

:e

LIfe’s famous, college ms -s
icy, The Benefactor. Let r e

Fa. weekdAy or weekend pleastire-

this many.

FRIGIDAIRE QUICK -CLEAN CENTER

K./ A

ADMISSION

Hard Fought
attle Won
By Phi Sigs

Stan. dull I,

l_A-ALAL.Ak-a-A

20-25

It 1.5.c.
1111. first Mix
in the Iiistior
cross ctintilrc
running that Si, ocany fans men
out to ..ee a meet at Sian
state. Miller admit% thot It is no
a grest speettitor sllccrt. a ccl
eliarilt, do, loft fan interi,t
oto
tiring the N(’.5.% finals to till
area next year.

The Spartans scored a perfect
Gene Gurule placed eighth at
victory over Cal and Stanford and 20:26, five seconds before Stan10
plaaed seven men in the top
ford’s best. McCalla. at 20:31.
The championship 55
runners. Only Bill Morgan t unatThe team scores were SJS 15.
at Stanford’s
tached t and Stanford’s Harry Mc- Stanford 56. Cal 123.
has been called the
Calla could crack the Spartans’
(Only!’ Miller is taking six men
cross country course." I
dominance of the top spots.
I.. the N( 5.5 finals at East LanThe Spartan foursome completed
the new course in 19:57.5. Morgan sing, Mieh. It sta reported in
II,,’ spartan Dail) Frith% that
lisan,o. in 2006.
t.
-;
gim
hi- %% anted se en Melt. kill
it is true he could use a
as imisiblo. he :asked for Mk th.
Sntl. acciordinglv, this is u hat the
thletie II oard and Student
Council appros ed. !Bort-user, the
Student t’ouncil Is not to blame
for the ini.under.tanding: it had
men;
nes er heard :Moot
only six.

("VINTI"

Nov.

Vhitehead’s performance thus
places him in the sixth spot on the
team that coach Dean Miller will
take to the NCAA finals a week
from today. Whitehead made the
trip last year and finished surprisingly high.

101.1.i%

1;11:1t

paik

1111

k 11floilt)611111

and 9:15 P.11,

REGULAR PRICED 52.00. WITH COUPON 51.50

with this Spartan Doily bonus coupon

DEALER

:and Horace Whitehead and Jose intramural all-colle-..te
Azevedo came in sixth and seventh ship game between II.
WaiiiitIS and the Phi Si....
at 20:09 and 20:10. respectively.

By GERALD lit 18011
Four top cross country runners
in the U.S., Danny Murphy, Jeff
Ben Tucker and Ron
Fishhack
Davis, finished in a dead heat in
the Northern California Invitation t1 meet on South Campus Friday.
so t lose State won again on
a iy to the NCAA finals

t1o5511 iii., reeelVel
clears the table and waits.

With this major. it is certain
Chuck will be active in football
in sornewav. hut Betts has learned not t., be afraid anv more.

4)

Top Four Spartans Finisl!
In Tie for First Place

Ima

After all, they’ve been married
sis. months.

"Ili
i

11;62

I

II

I\ I

I

!III,.

I

the

-

$2.00 with A.S.B. card
$2.50 General Admission
Ic lit111,1111:11-1111

)11

r.

present,d by Spartan Program Committee ’ea
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Childhood Games
End on Gridiron
Hy CAROL SWENSEN
"It’s all started with my winning
10kicking games when I was
1,eurs-old. Since then I’ve stayed
with kicking through high school
;ma college," explained Bob Paterson. halfback and kicker on the
Spartan football team.

ri laitere-.1
final-- to iii.

Job played varsity football for
far two seasons while at Castro
Valley High School. Because of his
iwrhamances at the halfback and
fullback slots, he was selected
peep at the week and prep of the
month.
Also while at CVIIS, he was
I Allnamed to the high se!
American team and played on
the All -Star game in 1959.
Once out of high school. Palerwas contacted by six colleges

giorawaragempommomm.
RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

iik*

3 mos. s18
USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN PLAN"

rl

stopped
Later

CO prct
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’liege met’,

for.
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LEJNIK
)rive
slit.
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E LIFE
COMPANY

CY 4-2810
Ft,

she

finest

in

European

racing
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and

cycling

accessories
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Rick’s Bikes
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ed Golf
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FLY HOME
FOR CHRISTMAS!
-

-

Make Your Reservations
Early for the Holidays

elf

Call

Anperial Triad cereice
777 North First Street

Swenson Building San Jose

Phone 298-6268

kifafaaa-aPa
lee

a’-’-"araYa."-/a’ at2a2P5aaRralf*?5t5i

NATURAL SHOULDER SHOES
I)

WINTHROP
15.95

st)
These shoes have all the authentic details
1?
4./
)1>

t,

that you associate with fine traditional
clothing...they are trim and tailored ...

Tlit.A_ liVl O.PE.

casual enough for campus wear, dressy
enough to wear with your best Rams Head
suit. Black, ivy, tan.

G-1R,IAIDII\TS
VALLEY FAIR 2801 Stevens Creel VA
..d

il0ur1 Monday thru Fr,day 9 30 to 9 30 Saturday 9 30 to 5 30

Hu,

I
I
"

’
I
I

the

quarter .lotiam

tin:

IBM

the

isis pla,,

of Robert,

and

l’

Hobert,,

the

hat I.

the shorts a rif.
tending the game. He a..
.4, d, per u-tcrra iii
tries.
Patterson turned in an e
lag kicking game as he
41.5 yards per punt anti
’kickoffs. His best kick
’ the seconel quarter when a
a 73 yard punt from his
-’rri !Inv
Maine

Rand Carter then seerit to the
air, passing to Roberts for
yards and a TH. The t.ipartaloi
seemed back In the ball taloa
sigith II minutes leftthee IB
nat. 14-9 tor Stanford.

ii

e

The- tw,,

Mays Finds ’Home’
In San Francisco

FOPEST AVf.
P. PIHAPMACY

as

is "home."

Willie has found a home whii,
Mays purchased a home for an he’s appreciated and where he
estimated $85,000 in a fashionable tams the aaaraciatton.
district of the city the other day
, high
hillswhere
eron
aa,’
-eithe
v
spectacular on a clear day.
but where the fog closes it right
down to your shoestrings on many
nights.

Frosh Aquamen
Complete Season
On Winning Note

Spartan Poioists
Top San Fernando
In Tourney Opener

Led ay seniors Jan Nleensees
Jim Baugh, San Jose Stales vilisity water polo team splashed
It is the setting for the h
an easy 16-1 victory
of a true San Franeisean, and
Coach Lee W’alton’s frosh Water Fernando Valley Stale
.
Mlle now is just about read:1 to
, polo team completed its campaign the opening round of Ilia alai,.
twcome that.
last week in its typical explosive’ !College championships Friday
He still likes New York City, ; manner, swamping a stunned Carl- night at San Francisco State last
but: he’ll leave here this weekend : mont High School by a 22-6 marThe Spartans experienced lin.
to spend a few days in the metrop- I gin.
comdifficulty as they surged to
olis. That’s all he wants there.
a was a fitting ending to the minding 6-1 first quarter oilcan I He’s happy, finally, in San Fran- most successful season experiential tage.
! cisco.
by any water polo team in San
Forward Jim Baugh, in one of ;
Ile has made friends in all Jose State histoty.
las 1.est efforts of the year. scored
walks of life and is, by all odds,
In addition to winning its league. San Jose’s first two goals.
the most important sports celete . championship.
Spartababes
the
Senior Austin Wiswell score.,
rity in the city - surpassing 1)1. snapped two school records: most the third Spartan laird to riu
Maggio, Lefty O’Doul and others. games won in a rms. ’140 and most the locals out to a quick 3-0 lead.
Sprinter Pete sagues rifled
As tired as he was from the games won in a season 1191.
I National League pennant drive, I The key to this success was hal- the fourth score, followed by ‘a a
the playoffs and the World Series,Iance. Twelve players broke into I well’s second goal to give the Sp.. Willie will do anything far friends. the scoring column with double tans a 5-0 advantage.
Before the pernxi was concluded
He shows up at autograah Parties figures, while seven hit for more
Grant Rogers tossed in anot her
punctually. Last week when She. than twenty.
Leading this long list of goal- scoie to give the locals a 6-1 mar’ mano & Co. opened a branch bank, ,
- Mays checked in at 8 a.m, to sign makers was Ray Arveson, a lanky gin.
6’4" forward from Washington i
The second quarter was more ot
autographs.
"Man," he said, "this is the High School. Ray had 48 markers. the same, and San Jose scored
Co-captain Bill Parker was sec- two more tallies to claim an 5-1
middle of the night for me."
ond with 45, while Al Hubbard was halftime lead.
He signed the autographs until
next with 38.
In the second half the locals
noon, then came back on Friday
Jeff "Flash" Faulkner led the netted eight goals to shut out Sia.
to do a night shift of signing for
regulars in shooting percentage i Fernando Valley,
the same organization.
156.91 and was fourth in scoring
Jim Mon.sees, the Spartans lea.1He has become more chummy
with 37 goals.
ing goalmaker, tiStillet1 feiur goals
Mem, temi, iii
with the sports
Three other Spartababes hit for to lead both teams.
his early days here he distrusted
20 or more goals. They are Jeff
Coach Lee Walton singled OW
Coast
writers
and
most
of
West
Logan, 29,
Mike Hansen, 20, Jim Baugh, Austin aViswell and
his words of %%Minn Viere reGeorge Kinghorn, 20.
Pete Sagues for their outstanelin.
New
trerVed for the press f
Also breaking into double figures offensive perfiirmances..
York or other East Coast cities.
were Greg Herrick, 16; Rich Holz,
John Henry. San Jose’s superlaThat’s changed now. %%lien ha 15; George Theresa, 12; Chuck Ab- tive goalie and ececaptain. pl:a,
was in the hospital recently tar raham, 11; and Man Dierks, 10.
one of his best defensive gar;
As a team, the Spartan yearlings the yoar.
a checkup, about 40 newsmen anil
photographers were in a down- ; held their opponents to ;in average
The victory bumped San
stairs room waiting to talk to him of five points a game while scoring season mark to 11-5, including fain
SOMP
pietures.
16
of
them
slightly
straiiilit wins
less than
and get

Mass. (UPI)
Bart Sullivan has been coaching
track and field at Holy Cross for
50 years, ever since he assumed
; the job in 1912 on a "temporary"
’basis.
;
I

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos

ill

att..’ running (tail, a punt to
a ta .1.
line.
,
tha
plays,
Indians scored the TD
on 10 plays with Weaver going
over from the two tor the score.
Walt Roberts tuinc-d in some
heroics for the Spartans in thefourth quarter as he ran on a passoption play and took the ball 36
yards down to the Stanford 19.
Johnny Johnson, who Carried the
ball lb times in the game, made
twee sairils een the next play.

Stanford
’
line tor the
i
Sari Jose had the hail
first doss it, but he tumbled to
Tribe’s 49-yard line Wfic,
end the spartans’ threat.
Kent back to pass. He
teams battled ore even ’
for a loss and fumbled the teal. i.e.
BEST KICKERCoach Bob Titchenal says Bob Paterson is one
terms tor most ref the SPelottli halt
the SJS 43.
of the best kickers he has had in recent years. Paterson started
The Spat tans put the first putter,
Stantord took advantage eit
kicking when he was 10 years old and has developed into a fine
on the board when Bob Patti-., ii
play anti went in for the lieu.
punter and kickoff man. This season he has taken over the kickkicked a 20-yard field goal to put
JIlown in lice plays with Thurlov.
ing chores from senior Larry Doss.
the Spartans ahead with 2:47 left
making the final five yards un
in the half.
keeper.
Stanford took the ball on its
The Spat tarts were unable la
two 24 and went the length of the
eelanother drat. started as the
field for a touvhdown with a 54 Ireilnens V.-14) 21-9 for the 17111
yard pass from Stee Thutilow tie 1,,r 5.15
in the 19-game series.
Danny Spenee eappiny the .% bright spot for the ‘.parito,
The Indians 1.31111 0111 111 1iIE
third quarter and controlled ill,
SAN FRANCISCO .1’1’1
It asked to go up to his room.
the, ran ilp 55 .,:ereis
toak Willie Mays the trelim
Jilt
The hospital told the newsmen !
San Josii’s 2, Tn., Spartans nenof five years to convince San that they could not go to Mays’
unable to get ’intl.:Hiked arid the
Francisco fans that he was in the room.
’tribe took adsantage to put a
same class as Joe DiMaggio.
I
"Let ’ern come." said Willie
touelulossn urn the scoreboard
And it took San Franciscans ; "Let them go any place the-’
Your Health
just about the same amount of !want."
iv our Januar%
time to convince Willie that this
So at the ripe young age of %I

Up to the Fresno game, Bob has
punted 30 times fur a total of
1,199 yards and an average of 39.9.
Football is not Bob’s only sport
tie has four years of both baseball
:aid wrestling behind hail in high
school. He was the undefeated
-.tate high school champion in the
165-pound class. This spring he
may go out for an outfield berth
an ihe SJS baseball team.

Let r

I

there.

//111111.011

feels that
Paterson has d
a good job on
defense this year Ile said, "Bob
Is
of the best kickers Wi’Ve
had at State in the last few
years. He’s a fine punter and a
good kickoff man."

Third & San Fernando

t best era

ISan Jose State’s gridders hattied the Stanford eleven on even
tennis in every quarter exeept the
third. In this quarter Stanford ran
over the Spartans to lake the
game 21-9 Saturday at Stanford
Stadium in Palo Alto before 22,500 fans.
The closest quarter was the
first as the two icams battled to
a scoreless tie before the gun
sounded. Offensively it was the
SJS men who dominated the guarter. On the kiekoff Jerry Colltitto
!atilt-mai the ball 50 sa 1
t’’ the
Indian 46. San Jose moved to thee
Tribe’s ’28 on three plays but woe

This April, Paterson decided
he’d like to phis football again
and eame down to San Jose
State and talked to eollell Itoit
Tilehenal. "Ile 5% :1% II sery nice
Indisidual and seers eordial to
me," Paterson e
if. ’He
told me that it I clalld Make one
of the three teams then I uould
get a scholarship."

Titehenal

BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

sl’ NUT S’s: 11 111 1

SJS Gives Tribe a Battle,
But Lose Tough Tilt, 211

that wished to sign him. He chose
the Univei city of California’s full
scholarship and played for its
(rush team.
The next time football season ,
rolled around Bob stayed out to
work and then enrolled in the
spring at the College of San Mateo.
During a practice session, he tore
a cartilege in his knee and was
unable to play the next season of
football.

Since it had been two years
-ince his last actise season of foot kill, Bob had to work hard to get
hack in shape. He stressed, -It
aasn’t until the Arizona game
that I had prmen myself. In that
aim., I chit all the kicking and
Titehanal told me I’d continue to
do so."
Paterson feels that the last
game of the season against Hawaii is not going to be an easy one.
He said "Hawaii beat a Marine
team this year and they are always tough."

,nor,2

111,

2111h leer -1
e if f Itiee ’,I

%se-

GREEN FEE
1.00
18 hole.

kSb

ti

PAR 72
It
Grass Greens 9
s:
& Fairways
club House
,..ocker Rooms
Putting Greens
i0th Tee Snack Rai’

ss

HILLVIEW
Golf Course
ilembtir c:Sp:r:aAn i20,
Foundation ;)

\

Tully Rd. East San Jose

Ns:

t

FISH? PLAY?
SKI? HUNT?
We have 3.200 Sq

Ft.

of Sporting Goods

ski dept.
1,,c+
Stretch Pants
12
n- 4’
’.
I^

Parkas and Sweaters
y
L na. 3 C.7.95 to 39.95

Poles
All Weights and Price -

Ski Rental Dept.
Stuaent G-oup
Spec;a! TL:e.

and

hunting & fishing dept.

TRANSMISSIONS

Complete Stock
Popular Equipment
Gunsmithing
Free Appraisals
Russian Boar Hunts Arranged

Automatic
Transmission
Adjustment

golf dept.

EXPERT
MOTOR
OVERHAULING
THOROUGH

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED!

TUNEUP
EXPERT
BRAKE WORK

l
n
c
l
u
d
i
n
q
’6"

Automatic Transmission Overhaul
99 50 up
Buick
89 50 up
Ford -Mere
Chevrolet

89 50 up

CadOlds

89.50 up

AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALISTS CO.
345

W.

Santa

’Mug IIANKAME5ICA9r
Clara, CT 5-0287 11 USE
siniioiooid credit cards

Special Prices on all
WILSON Products

keeer:s
cportitty 904
3151

ALUM

I 1111,/

STUDENTS & FACULTY

That’s why we carry a full line ca
trand name tolletnes drugs and cos
metics at modest student pines ..
plus a free delivery service.
2-tani

WO

molt tow.,

OFFERS SAN JOSE STATE

ttttt
au serve your physician’s preset’:
sans with the utmost precision a
,t.ir main concern. But we also know
that your daily needs must be filled

ON

MINI,

ROCK

AVE.

al miles East of LENNY S)
CL 8-5305

Telstar Talk Adenauer-JFK
Set Tonight Talks End
Amid Tension

tad speech on
A demons!: . !
the Telstar system and other
space communication media svill
be staged toe._Mt at 7:30 in J203
by Theta Ser!:. t Phi, national professional journalism fraternity for
women.
Miss Jo Sicking. a representative of the Pacific Telephone Co.
in San Francisco. will speak on
"Space Communications" as the
newest means of mass media.

SP1FITU’i

,::e
S.IS
received anotno ottnor. Illustrator
Bruce Wolfe. !tamer SJS student.
and writer Jerry tlynes, senior
English major, are among the selected contributors in the first is use of "Off Campus," professional
feature magazine.
Hynes is the author of the fictbtn story. "Ezekiel Carver." and
Volts- was asked to illustrate "Last
Desk. Front Row." a story by
Donn Dughi of Florida State Uni.

!INGTON tUPD West
Get
Chantellor Konrad Ade- I
nauer. S6. has told President Kennedy that he feels Russian Premier
Nikita Khrushchev will be more
dangerous and unpredictable because of Soviet setbacks in the
Cuban crisis.
Adenauer’s viewpoint was made
known Friday just before he left
for Bonn to deal with what is posThe speech is open to all jour- sibly the worst political crisis he
"Off Campus" notified editor
memfaculty
nalism students and
has faced since he took office 13
Ann Kuizenga that it was producbers according to Chris Headings,
ing a magazine which would deTheta Sig president. Refreshments
The chancellor ended two days
.. be sened at the conclusion of discussion with Kennedy and vote one-quarter of each issue to
the talents of student writers.
: ’tie speet-h
other government officials here by
artists, illustrators and m t!tt mists.
for the
thanking the President
Lvke was selected be.
it was
frankness and mutual confident,
which marked our talks."
S

Oxford Influence
U.C. Campus Plan

Plans to
RERKEL1- Y
make the new University of California campus at Santa Cruz a
cluster of small colleges. tai the
model of Oxford and Cambridge.
were heard Thursday by the Board
of Resents.
The regents "provisionally accepted in principle" a proposal by
Santa Cruz Chancellor Edward
McHenry that 30 small colleges
be sprinkled around the 2.000-acre
campus.
The Santa Cruz campus. scheduled to open in 1965, is designed
to handle up to 27,500 students,
The small colleges would emphasize close relationships between
students and their professors. The
first institution scheduled to open
at Santa Cruz is Cowell College.
the beneficiary of an $800.000 gift
from the S. H Cowell Fr,tindati-n

At an airport farewell ceremonj.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk
lauded adenauer as a man whose
judgment is of great value to the
United States and one "who belonged to all of us who cherish
freedom "
The chancellor obviously was
moved by Rusk’s remarks. He said
he was sure the American people
led by such able men as Kenna i
would combine wt!:
and Rusk
the German people to maintain
world ’,ace and freedom.

Wrid i

Two Lyke Contributors Engineers To Sell Oriocci
Bowling Tourney
Dinner-Dance Bids
Chosen for Acclaim ’In Lobby Today Registration Still Accepted
around eeneral excellence" in the
Tickets Ito. tile fit st 1..tigutecring
! 1961 national contest sponsored by
Delta
Chi,
professional Inter-Society dinner-dance will go
Sigma
!journalism fraternity.
on sale today in the Engineering
"Off Campus" is on sale now.
Building lobby.

’Stray Greeks’

The event will be held Dec. I
in the Terrace Room of the Ha-

Are you a Greek without a waiian Gardens. Dinner will be
home? Two such "Stray Greeks," at 8 p.m. and the dance will start
James Henderson. an Acacia from at 9. Music will be provided by
erregon State University. and Phil
Steinbock, a Phi Delta Theta from
the University of Idaho, are trying
to organize a social club of members of national fraternities not
!represented at SJS.
!
They are urging anyone interested to call 294-5419.

the "Travelers."
According to Donn Roberts,
Inter-Society Council chairman.
the tickets also will be available
through the different engineering
societies at a reduced rate for
members. Tickets for all other engineering students are $4.

Registration for Spartan ()hoccis Nos:ling tournament will eon, finite through Nov. 26. according
Iii Tom Nishikawa, tournament
chairman.
The tournament, scheduled for
Dec. 1. is open to all students.
!Registration for members is $2.25
and $2.50 for non-members. Students may sign up by contacting
Ken lianaki. 294-9849.
Fees will cover the cost of
shoes, games. refreshments anti a
! mixer following the contest. Bowl! ers will compete at Fourth Street
Bowl, 1441 N. Fourth St.. from
6:30 to 10 p.m.. Nishikawa said.
’ The dance following the meet
,
be held in the women’s gym
,,rn 10 p.m. to 1 a m. Admission

to the mixer alone is $1.50.
Trophies will be presented
far
men’s and women’s high garne
men’s and women’s high series and
a special award for men’s and
women’s low game,
Transportation is available by
contacting Harold Iwashita, 356,1041. according to Nishiktwa

Photo Signups
Torre lilt,api.drilmentS
’ arc now being made for seniors
in TH16. An extra charge will Ire
made for appointments after the
!Nov. 16 deadline. Payment, hill
be made at the time of sitting. tie,
! cording to Ron Hall, La Tttrre
business manager.
Li

It Makes Sense!
I tlY,111

Spartaguide
TODAY:

Freshman Class, finance committee meeting. College Union.
2:30 p.m.
Tau Beta, meeting. E131, 7 p -sophomore Clam, meeting. (III
2:18. 1:30 pm.
Pi Omega Pi, meeting. TH106,
!! p.m
(berme:ohm:II T herapy Club.
111-1301, 3:30 p.m.
s.niiir Class, meeting, Cilltl
p.m.
Appointments should he i
lambda Delta Sigma. meeting.
week
one
on Tuesdays.
oterp
LDS Institute, 5:45 p.m.
interviews, at the Placement
Women’s Recreation Association.
Office. Adm2i4.
council meeting. WG2. 4:20 p.m.
TODAY:
TOMuiRROW:
Titanium Metal ( orp.: Indusspartan Spears, meeting, Cl.
trial technology, metallurgical enloge Union, 6:30 p.m.
gineering. mechanical engineering.
Le Certif. Francais, meet II
chemical engineering, and accountcafeteria room A. 330 p.m.
ing majors.
Lutheran Student Association,
Burroughs Welcome Co.: Busimeeting. Campus Christian Cenness administration majors with
ter. 300 S. 10th St., 7 p.m.
background or experience in biJunior Class, meeting. TI-155.
ology. pharmacy or chemistry.
3!’20 p.m.
Litton industries: Electrical enChristian Science Organization,
gineering, mechanical engineering.
meeting. Memorial Chapel. 7 30
and applied mathematics majors.
preferably with master of arts deTASIC, meeting, CH166, 11
grees.
p.m.
Placement Office, interviews for
TOMORROW:
Food Machinery Ces Mechanical persons interested in teaching in
engineering. inditstrial engineer- Washington. D.C., Placement Of elec- flee Adm211.1. 1 a.m
ing. industrial technology
s:) ’option). Orchestra, concert.
trical engineering and
pm.
,u,!Hall. 8:15
administ ration major,
l’r.,testant Ecumenical Council,
Procter and Gamble Distributing
Co.: Liberal arts. business admin- ioncheon. St. Paul’s Methodist
istration and business and indus- Church, 12:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Association.
trial management ma jors
Federal Bureau of investigation: competitive swimming. Wt
Business. accounting. law enforce- 450 pm
ment, clerical and stenography , Women’s Recreation .Association.
synchronized swimming. WG pt.!
majors
Haskins and sells: Account Inc 7 pm.
nd business ad m mist ration
Women Physleal &location M.,
jots:,
W 2’ 7 pm.
iors

s’D

Viteceener
godee.Afretax

Job Interviews

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENGINEERS
MACHINERY, CHEMICALS,
DEFENSE OPERATIONS,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Senior and graduate ,tudehl, in ehemieal, me(hanical,
or electrical engineering will want to talk over career
opportunities at FM(’ Corporation’. Appointments should
he made today with the college placement office for individual interviews with company representatives who will be on
campus November 20, 1962.
FMC Corporation’s dynamic growth and diversification
offers challenging and rewarding careers in a wide range of
engineering specialties. The important first step is to make
arrangements now for a FMC career facts interview.
Formerly Food AI," ,
-y and Chemical Corporation

ACTUAL SIZE!

Take this with you on your trip home over the Holidays. Why? Because it has the complete listings of all
student and faculty, campus and home addresses. (How
else are you going to look up all your friends?)
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Dean West Explains Numerous
Summer Session Preparations

nups
appointments
it for seniors
harge will be
its after the
tiyments will
of sitting. Sell, La Torre

JODY KINCAID
A mass of notebooks piled on;
a large metal desk, pink memo
pads filled with hastily jotted
names, dog-eared brochures in
stacks labeled by year, and wall-towall filing cabinets against this
colorful background Dean of Summer Sessions Joe West stands to
offer you a chair in his office.
AFROTC Blood Drive chairPOSTER BEAUTYLarry Meylink
man holds the first place winning poster submitted by Rod Tatnom Bob Exby (r.) holds his second place winner, while pert Sue
Laird keeps an eye on the two entries. The first place poster
artist was awarded $10, while second place winner Exby took
home $5. The posters are a reminder that the day -long campus
blood drive is set for Nov. 29 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Hoover

Wearing a subdued brown plaid
suit. Dean West represents the
dignified administrator with the
year-round job of seeing that annual summer session programs offered by San Jose State are successfully and smoothly run.
Taking a notebook from a stack

Hall.

Cabinet Official Sees
’Sizable’ Tax Cuts

YARN
SA/40

WASHINGTON I UPI - Treasitry Secretary Douglas Dillon said
last week the Kennedy administrktion is going forward with plans
for "sizable" tax cuts despite the
prospect of another budget deficit
:ind inevitable increases in government spending.
Dillon described the tax reduction -reform program now being
drafted as aimed at "long-range
lightening of the drag of the entire tax system on the economy."
He said this was a drag affectini.i .,i""h individuals and business

; antidote for a temporary cyclical
Ianemia."

and opening it to a bright yellow ,
science workshop pamphlet, he,
says. "Right now we are busy
preparing copy and brochure material for our three bulletins that
come out in December and January. The next three months will
be spent polishing the brochures.

t,rt-t,tri intt:t ritetors
I.HtfitI1Ct
are scrawled, he continues:

ATTRACTS DIGNITARIES
"Attempts are made to have
these dignitaries come to the rti,
pus for a tour and discussion
their classes. This summer,
instance, we have two men
i
most in the fields of ceramics and
PART-TIME HELP
"We have Joe Swan, assistant industrial arts to teach workprofessor of journalism, who helps shops," Dean West points out
By Nov. 9, a proposed list .it
us quarter-time with this aspect."
Leaning back in his swivel chair instructional staff members and
and reflectively raising his eyes classes to be offered must be corn to the ceiling, Dean West describes piled from lists which have been
the tremendous output of energy submitted by each department.
needed to make a summer session
"This is done by looking at past
powdble,
enrollments and schedule offer"We find that planning for ings," remarks the dean, who, with
prominent persons to teach work- a sweep of his hand, points to all
shops and classes must be done of the metal filing cabinets loadtwo years ahead, and even then ed with statistics.
To prepare their lists for Dean
there are slip-tips in scheduling
West, resident faculty members
on their part." he relates.
their
department
Pointing to the flurry of pink confer with
memos on which names of pros- heads. The list tells how many
members of the staff are available to teach and what type of
classes should be taught.

Ed Parley
Tomorrow

BUSY MANJoe H. West, dean of educational services and
summer sessions, sits at his desk while explaining his activities
during the winter months. He tries to make each year’s summer
session run smoothly and prove financially successful.

P-TA Big Irrelevancy,
Says Boston Educator
SAN FRANCISCO UPI 1- -The
Parent -Teachers Association, says
a Boston educator, is "one of the
greatest irrelevancies in education
today."

Mrs
Wilson
William
Wood,
Marysville, president of the Cali, forma Congress of Parents and
Teachers, said in rebuttal "they
don’t swing at you unless you’re
William C. Kvaraceus, professor big enough to hit . . ."
educators,
"Many
legislators
of education at Boston University.
told a child welfare conference and people in various fields seem
here Wednesday that he himself to think we are quite effective in
was a "card-carrying member of accomplishing our goal’." she said.
the P-TA."
I

But, he added:
"P-TA units spend too much
time in cookie sales, bazaars and
other acquisitive activities to provide biols for learning which more
properly should be a matter of
school budgeting.

Dillon, in a speech prepared for
LIST NOT FINAL
a White House labor-management
"This is not final by any means,
conference on fiscal and monetary
"The P-TA has a lofty and reahut just helps to establish the
policy, revealed no specifics of adsonable goal of parent education,
scope of our summer program,"
ministration tax planning. Rather,
but it has become a kind of
4 -Ply Knitting Worsted
the veteran administrator comhe emphasized dissatisfaction with
Interviews of persons interested ments while gently fingering his monthly, middle class, female
the
recent
pe rformance o
th e
30toz.
trusion on the public schools.
in teaching in the public schools gray -rimmed glasses_
economy and the need to stimulate
of Washington, D.C.. will be held
"The reality of a P-TA meete _
,
Assisting
the
dean
during
the
economic demand and business intomorrow.
is simply a wearisome night rti,t
n seti-nplo
Iyear are secretaries Clara Bianchi,
centives by "reduction in the overMiss June Hill, a representative Linda Helmandollar and Ellen he said, and the membership
all tax load."
from the Washington, D.C., city filming This industrious staff’s "a kind of d"ble-barreled hi’’’’’
"The Cuban crisis and the new schools, will be on campus to dismail. I’m not sure whether ii
immediate concern .i s the prelim. ’ ’
international tensions" do not al- cuss teaching
the teachers or the parents whit
ilii- Positions1 inary announcement bulletin sent
TOWN at COUNTRY VILLAGE
ter the need for general tax relief,
NEI ’NT sTIMCLATE ECONOMY
The greatest need is for ele- I to the printer at the beginning of are most afraid not to join up."
San Jose (opposite Emporium)
Its goal will not be, he said, the secretary said. What they mentary grades, junior and senior December. It will be mailed dur- .4.7.Tir17-q-- --Z7
717 "tr-T7ix-757
I.7
Open Mon S Thurs. Eves, 7-9
point up, he continued, "is some’. high
"merely to
ive the economy
school mathematics, girls’ ing February to all schools and’’’’
thing we already knew- that we
quick shot in the arm" as ’
physical education and physics.
interested persons on the college 54
cannot delay tax reform indefAppointments should be made mailing list.
00
initely in the vain hope that tax
1....-C
"By the end of December we
in advance at the Placement Ofreduction can be matched by cutaim to have the schedule of classes
fice, Adm234,
F’
backs in spending."
&
completely settled so that it can
Dillon said the administration
he distributed to San Jose State
believes firmly in, and will purstudents before the end of the
Library, Dorms
Never too Crowded
sue vigorously, economy and effiII semester," Dean West says.
CornoloW stocii n,
ciency
in
government.
Similar Ws, rates on
"Many like to plan their
No Waiting
NEW TYPEWA.,,RS 5
spring and slimmer class schedAdding Machine rentADDING
NO RELIEF IN SIGHT
The dormitories will be closed. i tiles simultaneously."
als Export repair and
"However," he said, "There is
91-lours 6a.m. to I I p.m.
110Y.st
"N
semi. on ALL MA.
simply no possibility within the The Library and Reserve Book
BIGGEST PROBLEM
PER MONTH
CHINES
foreseeable future that expendi- Room will be closed. Wednesday
Placing his hands behind his
be canceled.
tures can be reduced below cur- evening classes will
head, he continues: "Then, regiscelebrate
being
done
to
It’s
all
rent levels. In fact, the expanding
tration is by priority number durdemands imposed by the cold war the Pilgrims’ first successful year ing the summer so it is advanas
known
Widely
America.
in
:ind by our growing population
tageous to register early."
N. 13th St.
will make some increase inevita- Thanksgiving, all students, faculty
The number of students tends to
a
have
will
personnel
college
and
grow a bit each year but leeway
-eze
-0:4,1 ble."
-0-.
vacation.
is given for additional sections of
In most eases the vacation will I classes caused by last minute in be only from routine hours Thurs- ’creases in registration.
"Above all," says Dean West.
day. for the library and Reserve
Book Room will be open Friday "the biggest obligation is figurine
from R to 5 p.m. for industrious on coming nut even financially..
students. Regular hours will be Summer sessions are self-support maintained on Saturday and Sun- mg, so we have to take in every
day, 9 to 5 p.m. and I to 5 p.m., dollar we put out. and by December expenditures have reached
respectively.
The Spartan Cafeteria will be elitsr to $500,000.- Shaking his
closed for the complete holiday, head from side to side for emVolt
except the snack bar from 8 to it phasis, he adds. "It’s definitely a ,
full-time responsibility."
p.m. on Friday.

SAVE ALL THE
YEAR ’ROUND

THE YARN SHOP
3(9

.................................,
TYPEWRITER RENTALS
$5.00

Self Service
Laundry
Hair Dryer

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

HUNTER’S

OFFICE

71 E. San Fernando

fi

0;

p

Closed for Feast

ED’S
LAUNDROMAT
497

EQUIPMENT

’-

Auctre,!,
SALE
Summer Cottons
1/2 price
Cocktail & Formal
WEAR
S5.00 & up
Holiday
Cocktail & Formals
S19.95 & tip
_ "ilociptcy’s

r
in-Trrp:71r prp:ipmfmnT.

CY 4-2091

2Ircis -Sh op

85 W. SAN ANTONIO
Cone’ of Menke/.

Are any of these your questions?

N(iT
PLEIGE
13tie5 \imp, )viHrs
To youR APARTmo,-,

OPEN RIGHT NOW!

Or

11 I.

It I it jolt

r
,.

oxe Of

’rty ining

ANUT OVTTINO YOUR
’TOE
CAg fiEptoy
TRIP HOME

Fori

YAeol& siLVA WILL MAKE
SURE /00 arr THERE
LU6E r G-PGOL (NE
TUNE -Ur OR NEW
VECOMPLEIE SERVIa
-ItVg51
IUN CV 5-8968

YAGER & SILVA

78 S. 4th Street

in learn
hand
ti0’141 gad sh
tt,t
117 get no,
work
DO I brim,

515 South 10th St.
at William
UNBELIEVABLE QUALITY . . . .

Burgers
Cheeseburgers
Deluxe Burgers
Fishwich
Shrimp Boat
Fries
Shakes

UNBEATABLE PRICE

15c
19c
29c
29c
72c
10c
20c

Hours
It A.M. to II P.M
Sus. Arts Thurs
I AM. fo I A.M
Fri and Sat.

Special
Every
Leo. & Thurs.
a BURGERS I Vs
lb. of FRIES for
8100

1i
st.
ft% it, t

,,qrt,

gm el jith
Interested in working ssitl ’he
public in a job that challenges
your ability? I )ut As is Langtiess
will he at the plummett office to
tell you about the goerl-ptrytne
pa-miens we have for college
girls.

’511

hr,
111 ,WI’,

1,11 II lin/

in hear
See the placement offer, now for
an appointment

Pacific Telephone

’Beautiful Country’

AAPARTAN DAILY
Monday. Nos.. 19. 196_

Chan, Coed
Win Tennis
Tournament
Tennis
tournament. sponsored by the joint
members of the Coordinating
Board of College Recreation, went
down to the o ire last week in
the Women’s Gym.
Arthur Chan emerged as
v.lfMel’ in the !lien’s di, ....resting the title from Jack La
Fever in it tight finalist series.
In the women’s division. Judy
Itemschmalt topped Beverly Bacon
to grab the honors.
The tournament began on Nov
first to,.
7 at Co-Bee. vv hen ,
rounds viere played off. Altogethe:
87 entrant, had signed up for the
tournament, hut, by the time the
tournament began, the numb.
was down to 46 36 men and 1,
women.
Semi-finalists in the men’s division were Donn Murphy, Arthur
Chan, Jack Kletzman, and Jack
La Fever. For the women. Marini,
Baeta and Pat Spence took a:.
corners until being set down is
finalists Beverly Bacon and Judy

LEARN TO

DANCE
A 7 THE

NATIONAL

8

DANCE STUDIO
LESSONS
For only

$20

103 E. SAN FERNANDO

OR CALL 294-9214

Professor Destroys
Dirty Mexico’ Picture
PROF.

S. BROOKS

WALTON
. . . school in Mexico

Signups To Start
For Spartacamp
Counselor Posts
Sannuf 52 c..l111Seior post’inns ;,: s:taitacamp. the annual
camp at Asilomar
.,adership
,’mitt.trourtd. are scheduled for
‘ . 26-30. according to John 01,
t _imp director.:
The camp is scheduled for March
16 and 17 and had an attendance
350 students last year.
Interviews for counselors are
ted for Dec. 3-7 and camper
-.2n-ups are Feb. 18-22.
The Spartacamp Committee eon.,is of nine students and four fat’,iv members, including Olsen, Lob
Gangi, Dick Harris, John Seligman,
Mike Hooper. Alan Malyon, Chris
F.trrow. Jeanie Archer, Lana Law Dean Robert S. Martin, Dr
Marion R. Richards. Dr. Coinelia
A. Tomes and Dr. James E. Wilt-

Did You Say Typewriters?
We’ve got ’em see

us today!

New, used and rental machines
Fully guaranteed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rates
124 E. San Fernando

"We’re next to Cal Book"

CY 3-5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

iitak

Ils PIO DI ,TAS u.
It is not a land of dirt and filth,
disease carrying insects, and lazy
and backward people.
Bursting the bubble of popular
misconceptions sh ruu ding ow:
neighbor to the south, Mexico. S.
Brooks Walton, SJS professor of
mechanical engineering, told of his’
impressions of "one of the most
beautiful countries." after spending six weeks in Guadalajara.
Professor Walton and his wife,
Blanche, attended a summer session at the University of Guadalajara, where they studied Spanish and Mexican geography and .
Spanish and Latin American political science.
From their stay in Guadalajara and tours to surrounding Mexico
City. Cuernevaca and Acapulco,
the Waltons found Mexico to be a
beautiful, progressive country inhabited by cheerful, friendly people who look upon Americans as
friends.
The cleanliness of the people
was one of the major surprises of
the trip.
"Everytime we saw one of those,
crude mud huts along the roads.
I’ll be darned if the people didn’t
come out of them looking as clean
,

Society Honors
National Off icers
Thota, national honer
tternity for women in education.
.11 honor Dr. M. Virginia Bigge,
,tional president, and Miss Jamnational treasurer, at an
I II luncheon tomorrow.
A coffee hour for prospective
embers in the honor fraternity
be held at 4 p.m. tomorrow
HEE All interested women stuents in education are invited to
’tend, according to Lynnet Auker
:..inlicity chairman.

FL 4C XK

1EL

1%11 ICklE MO?

1VI

A NI ES RESEARCH CENTER
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE A DNI IN ISTRATION

and pretty as could be- even the, The normally soft spoken proPoorest and least educated." he I lessor began raising his voice as
he spoke with disdain of the Amer-fere( .
I emt
icans who go to Mexico and laugh
HARD WORKERS
Walton emphasized that the peo- at certain customs and aspects of
ple of Mexico are not lazy, as is its life,
"One American woman was buythe popular belief due to their
ing something and the Mexican
"siestas."
"The people are really hard clerk told her how many pesos it
workers," said the professor. cost. She laughed and asked, ’How
"Maybe they move a little slower, much %kits that in real money?’"
but after all, they’re at 5.000 feet the professor related.
"I just felt ashamed for both of
altitude. That vsould make us
them. Imagine how you would fee:
tired, too."
"Besides," continued Walton, if somebody came over here aild
"when you don’t have very much asked vou that." he said.
The professor said that he came
good food, it’s hard to have a lot
away from Mexico with a great de- ,
of energy."
As far as the "siesta" is con- sire to help the people.
cerned, the professor said, " You
LAND MISUSED
know they close just about every"They aren’t blessed with our
thing down from 2 to 4 p.m. but natural resources. Much of their
the people don’t quit at 6 like we land has been misused for 2,000
do. Instead, they keep their doors years. If you could just see it." he
open until 7 or 8 p.m."
said. shaking his head, "miles and
The Waltons marveled at find- miles of abandoned land and guling no mosquitoes anywhere.
1 leys and volcanoes."
"I guess the most mosquitoes
"Someone’s gut to help them,
I’ve ever seen were in Nlinnesota, : but we can’t go in and try to make
and the least in Mexict 0.- he joked. them over - only where they realECONOMT BOOMING
ize it," he said.
Walton noted that his own fieltl
Professor Walton commented
that since his last visit to the of mechanical engineering could
country in 1946, there were many greatly help the Mexican people.
"I think every engineer should
changes and that the economy was
know Spanish or some other lan"booming."
As evidence, Walton pointed to guage other than English. Stuthe vast number of building proj- dents I met told us that they h:.ti
ects now under way.
to read English texts becaii,,
"There is very little flat land there weren’t enough good trim-in Mexico, and everywhere v:ou . lations available."
can see them building roads right
This makes it kind of difficult,
through hills and volcanoes." he because their lectures are in Spansaid.
ish, he added.
In addition to new roads, many
When asked if he and his wife
nest buildings were noticed by the planned another trip to the south protessor, as well as evidenec that land, W:: I it I grinned a big slots
in , smile and ,..1, "We just hope to
taach nets: industi ,,,s
: et 1.
:, \t summer."
I he country.

2 Prominent Lecturers
Due After Thanksgiving
Two prominent and international
personalities will be on campus
following the Thanksgiving break
to present lectures on Tuesday,
Nov. 27, and Wednesday, Nov. 28,
Alistair Cooke, journalist, author and television commentator,
will speak on "Hintz Does the Rest
of the World See America?" Tuesday in Morris Dailey Auditorium
at 11:30 am.
Cooke won an Emmy award for
his work on the old Omnibus television program on CBS. He was
born in England and became an
American citizen in 1941.
The next day, Dr. Erik RiVer

Ryan Announces
Available Grants
totaling
scholarshilis
Thot)
$1,000 are available to marketing
and advertising students, accord ing to Dan Ryan, assistant to the
dean of students.
The House of Edgeworth Scholarship awards contest offers a $500
first cash award, $300 second and
$200 third.
Contest is open to any student
emolled in a college marketing
and advertising course. Contestants must submit advertising campaigns for Lams 8r Brother Company, Inc., pipe tobaccos.
Entry deadline is Feb. 15, 190.
Further information is available
through Ryan’s ,tffiett. Adm269.

,..,n Ktiehnelt-Le’
In,: i
a fantastic we.):
.4 krwv, leave
into Conceit Hall . .in 11 :it)
atti
lecture on ’Ertis. Sex Mar.’,
and Death."
Dr. Leuklihn speaks six las.
guages fluently, has sisited num
than 70 countries, including at;
50 states in the U.S. and has writ
ten a great many books in
languages.

Education Profs
Host Conference

Dr. Willi,,
Gertrude Cuireorari.
pni
fessors of education, wnre
sot’s of the North. ::
Problems Conferent
dent California Teachers Assiria
tion recently.
Eighteen state colleges v.ere rep
resented at the conferetire heft
on this campus.
The program theme was "Teach
ing by Television." SJS (anal,
members taking part
G. W. Ford, Dr. Ili
’-al!
Dr. John Hofstrand.
Bradley and Dr. Gantt,
a ii
-

ertat flat foipp
47 North F,s,

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And while you are shopp’ng try
one of our select blends of fire
imported or domestic tobacco, let
right for the discriminsti,9 pipe
smoker.

’Gorgeous Gams’
Deadline Extended

The deadline for turning in
"Gorgeous Gams" applications has
teen extended to Nov. 20 because
of a delay in mailing the applicaThis
tions to campus living centers.
Pictures .4 the legs of the ciintestants must still be handed in by
Nov. 27. Voting by penny ballot is
scheduled for Nov. 28 and 29.
The winner of the contest, sport .’,red by the Freshman Class, will
receive a cup and a perpetual
trophy to keep for one year.
According to Rod Buchignani,
class publicity chairman, the contest is open to all college approved
’iiithe ,r ’ere! ory
still unable living centers and organizations.
eive him an estimate. Rene Additional entry blanks may he
eancelled the order and advised procured at t hi College Union,
her that he intended to pick up
his washing machine, which had
been left at the shop.
When he arrived at the shop, he
All Student California TeacheN
Wit!: confronted with an estimate Association e xecu tire officeifor repairs on his machine and a classroom representatives and con,
bill for $4.50.
mittee chairmen are urged to atRene contended that it was too tend an executive meeting today
late for an estimate. He had can- at 3:30 p.m. in TH25, reported
celled the order.
Jerry Stuefloten, president.
The manager argued that in estimate haul been available fer some
COMMENT RHYMES
time, but that the secretary had
DALLAS, Tex. (UPI) -- Don
been unaware of this.
Vanderslice knew what a previous
Yesterday. Rene walked into fifth grader meant when he
court, armed with the knowledge checked out a textbook at the
of agencies and contracts learned start of school.
in a business law class, conducted
Stamped inside was a form for
l)y Marshall Bean, assistant pro- comments under two headings,
lessor of business.
-condition when issued," and "con25
To make a long story ,iinft. dition when returned." Under the
Rene managed to convince the lust the previous student had
judge that his elaim was justified. written "sadly;" under the second,
The judge ruled that Rene did net
have to pay for the estimate. Rene
got his washer hack and the appliafire service had to pay court
costs amounting to $2.
Moral of the story: he who does
not take business law is all washed
up in court?
IN

Week Special!

SKIRTS
(PLAIN)

Student Wins Case
With Course in Law
By PAT ANGLE
SJS student Rene Deluna’,
course in business law strxxl 111171
in good stead last week. Rene we,
in court with a claim for $4.50
against a local appliance service. I
The manager of the service had
promised to give Rene an estimete
of repairs on a washing machine
on a Monday morning. He haul
agreed to pay $4.50 for the estimate.
Rene called that Monday. There
was no estimate yet. He called
Tuesday and Wednesday. Still no
estimate. When he called Thursday
SPACE CRAFT POWER
LITCHFIELD PAR K, Ariz.
(UPI) --A device that can provide
future space craft with power
equivalent to that used by three
modern homes is under development at the Goodyear Aircraft
Corporation facility here. Ground
tests of the big dish-shaped device, called a solar concentrator
because it collects energy from
the sun, will begin early next
year. In actual use, it would be
packed into a two-part cylinder,
shot into space and unfolded.
Plastic foam would give it the
required rigidity,
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OFFERS CAREER OPPORTI:N ITIES

CIVIL ENGINEERING

IN AEU 0-S PACE TECHNOLOGY FOR:

of the State of California will be on campus
Tuesday, November 27 to interview February 1963 graduates
for employment in the following fields:
Representatives

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

PHYSICISTS

BRIDGE ENGINEERING

PHYSICAL CHEMISTS

Employment in S.F. Bay Area.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Design and field work on bridget.

(Division of San Francisco Bay Toll Crossings)
For detailed information read our brochure
office - then sign up for on interview with:

in your Placement

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING

fornia Department of Water Resources.

Employment in Sacra.

mento and Los Angeles.

I) II) I..
lie.search Scient
\

Cali.
For work with growing

(Department of Water Resources)
HIGHWAY AND BRIDGE ENGINEERING

etti her 26.

engineering

for the State

freeway program.

Design and field
Employment State

wide.
(Division of
*If you ore interested, but unoble to
schedule on interview
at this time, o letter to the Personnel Officer
ot Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California, will
bring full
details,
Pc....ons me be fo,ted off otcofdonte web
Amfourfemenf No. /3d

LET VITALIS4’ KEEP YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!

Keep the oil in the can. In your hair, use Malls with V-7xt), the
greaseless grooming discovery. fights embarrassing dandruff,
prevents drynesskeeps your hair neat all day without grease.

Highways)

Sign up for interview appointment
of the Placement Office
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Population Boom Jolts ’Psychological Testing
South African Whites The Bunk’ Author
tic DAN PIENAAR
UPI I -jOBANNESBURG
white Nationalist
Siouth Africa’s
Government is relying on inunigrawhite popularan to prevent its
million from being
tion of 3
mamped by a rapidly increasinc
Negro population.
of the
’The prolific birth rate
republic’s non -whites will result
white class being outel the Jailing
numbered 6 to 1 by the end of the
century. according to latest statisratio is 3 to 1 in
tics. The present
Negroes.
:war ot the
Figures released by the Natural
Resources Development Council
2,000, the
show that by the year
muntry’s non-white population will
have soared 1mm its present 11
million to over 32 million.
According to the same trends,
he 3 million whites would have
increased to just over 5 million.
To narrow the gap in birth rates,
the government hopes to attract up
to 40,000 white immigrants a year.
These settlers would be drawn
tram Britain and the Continent.
t an.I two
- s PrIlf
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s private immigration recruitirw sei
ganizations have offices.

ir.1

Hut there is another side to the
immigration question
emigraOffieial figures showed 16,309
iersons came to the
bl’
.
year, but 14,903 left.
Most of the emigrees were South .
Af rkilf1S. Their reasons varied from:
dissatisfaction with government
policies to uncertainty about what
the future will bring in the face
of growing Negro nationalism
throughout the continent.
Several recent immigrants have
written to newspapers complaining
they could not find jobs and that
things were not "as rosy as the
South African immigration authorities had painted them."
These a Ilegat Jonas were officially
denied.
It is generally agreed that immigration is vital to the success of
the government’s apartheid segregation policy. The policy envisages
I creating a number of autonomous
"Bantustans" in which the black
Africans will have the full political
rights that are denied in the
"white" areas.
But Negroes outnumber whites
in major South African cities in
the white areas.
The idea is to create industries
eri Opportunities in the Bantu
I.,melands to stem, and eventually
reverse, the flood -tide of Negroes
seeking employment in the whiteowned industries.
This aspect of apartheid has led
to right wing criticism within the
ranks of the ruling National Party. ’
Two members quit the party reon grounds Premier \Tor’ was spending too much
.ra. on pressing his Bann/Man
..gramme.
The Afrikaans language newsDughreek, which supports
, government. reapted by eau ....nine against too much cornpiaeeney.
"The ordinary man is so occupied with his personal business of
profits and comfort that he forgets
"le high price demanded for his
ontinued white isisition." Dagin.ek said.

Professor Returns
From Meeting
Dr. William S. Wagner. associate profesor of education, attended
the state meeting of the Association tor Student Teaching held on
the University of Southern California campus recently. Dr. Wagner is seeond vice president of the
association.
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be on campus
963 graduates

irk on brklaes.

ATTENTION!

One San Jose State gradual, it
the armed forces earned a p
motion and another began a
of duty in Europe recently. a. cording to the Army Information
Service.
James D. Cover of Modesto. a
1956 graduate of SJS, was elevated
to eaptain by the Army in Denver.
where the man is stationed as an
occupational therapist.
Former SJS coed Patricia A
Long. now in the Army, is serving
. as a recreation director at an Army
service club. Miss Long’s duties
include planning programs, parties.
dances and tours for of f-duty
servicemen.
She is a 1961 graduate of San I
.1. cc State.

DR.

EDWARD TELLER
award winner
.

Berkeley Scientist
Receives Award
For Nuclear Work
BERKEl.i
Calif it I
The
.
.
Atomic Energy Com.,
:1 announced Friday that /1U,
std.
enlist Dr. Edward Teller has received the commission’s Enrin,
Fermi Award for 1962.
Teller, University of California
professor and so-called "father of
the H -Bomb," will receive a gold
medal, a citation anti $50,000.
The citation says he received
the award for "contributions to
chemical and nuclear physics, for
his leadership in thermo-nuclear
research, and for efforts to
strengthen national security."
He si the sixth scientist to reeeive the award named for the
late Dr. Enrico Fermi, leader of
the group of scientists who
achieved the first self-sustained,
controlled nuclear chain reaction
in December, 1942.
After World War II in which
he participated in the U.S. atomr
energy development program. Tel ler helped develop the principle
that led to development ot the
hydrogen bomb.
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GREENS HELP OBESE
NEW YORK ’UPII
Dieting? Remember there are virtually no calories in salad
greens yet they supply essential vitamins and minerals, report nutrition experts
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America’s leading designers and builders of helicopters.

give engineering and science seniors information on spaceage careers in a els namic industrs.

Research projects at Boeing are under way in such ads anced
fields as celestial meslianics. solid state piss sics, nuclear and

If you are looking for a company offering assignments on

plasma physies. flight sciences. space flight and propulsion.

We’ll be on the campus on the dates listed bel.m. ready

Expanding Hewing programs offer exceptional oppiirtuni-

interested in the advantages Boeing can offer you.

ties to holders of

Graduates

Hoeing. for instance, is a major contractor on such ad v a nc d programs as the Saturn Is
h,,,,ster. the X.20 Dv nut ’Soar maimed

Investigate the outstanding
career opportunities with the
nation’s leading growth bank

iloyrnent State’

1

We’re
looking

January and June

resent in Sacra-
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programs of unique interest and career potential. you’ll be

growing Cab’

esign and field

..
’creel her amine t hi- Cypr u
Briumas said smiling, "ab"tiey
The adage "get ’em young- can got along fUw.be applied with to
Practice through the years has
results
even 1,, dipli imacy. according to shown. Brawnier said, that sahen
Dr Karl Brauruas. father of the diplomats meet up with one anKlessheun diplomatic’ seminar.
other again after many ycrii ri the
The purpose of the seminar. memories of 22 pleasant time toBraunias said. is to bring young gether remain as a bridge through
diplomats int., an academy whei. time simplifying the relationships
they are gisen an OpIN ill unity
immensely
hear inquires by statesmen, diploIn this 14:1Y. rrialV /IN 4114 Pr2WiCili
mats. law podessiws, and heads of
ends
all.
rerwhed
than
intei national organizations and to through the official channels," the
s elenin id the Austrian Foreign
discuss the subjects presented.
The seminar was started in 1937 Ministrs. maintains.
The lea.tur ers are 014,,,,-n trom
and, with the exception of 1961
has taken place every year sine a number of different eountries,
in the magnificent 114th century and "every year we try to LIWillde
an outsnmding woman. :is for inKlessheim east)... just .41.14Sirie
stanee the Begum Ali Khan and
Salzburg.
"Austria has. the duty.- Brau- Madame Pandit." Braunias said
This year’s conferenee was highnias said, "to gather young diplomats from all over the world here lighted by the irresenee of the Inwhere the baroque castle luxury ternational Atomic Energy Agencontrasts pleasantly with the sur- cy’s howl. Sigvard Eklund. Harvard University’s Pi of. Glitt fried
rounding farm NMI.
"We like to get them young so Haberler and the UNos
and
they can extend this spirit of mu- Agriculture Organization head B.
tual understanding
the Eless- R Sen. The seminar’s theme was
heim Spirit’
as they grow old - "Modern Seience and the New Ex r, I ilidemacy
The participants in the f ON! semSee as for all your bakery needs.
inar were from European
Wedding cokes, party pastries,
tries only. This year, foi
birthday cakes and pies
time, there Were rrThny
San Jose s finest independent
and Asians among the 5.
bakery
diplomats from 20 countries.
To intensify the "K lessheim
Spirit," Braumas sees to it that
the young men, most of whom are
in their first diplomatic job, all
SHERD
are housed in mint cy inns, two
STAY SHOP
four persons of flit-relent national- 27 E. Son Pii.unto Si’,
ities per MOM.
CT 2 -toast
"We housed a Turk and a Greek
ii
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Austrian Seminar Gets
DiplomatsWhileYoung

Nolti.
daydream?

yi,u dents are tasomarg increasingly
prone to the personality lest in the
Are you ever indifferent to the task of finding the "right" person
opposite sex?
tor the right job.
"The psychological theory whieh
Do your teeth need dental work?
The "right" answers to these’ sustains the brain watcher," he
questions are all emphatically said, "is that every job, from sales"No," according to Martin Gross. girl to board chairman, has an ideal
u 37-year-old researcher and social personality description or type, it
science writer whose bo, k "The which he hopes to find the right
mate among men."
Brain Watchers." attacks the psyThis type of thinking is all
etiological testing industry,
wrong." Gross contends, becaus,
"Brain watching." Gross said,
the tester can only "hopelessi.
floss a more than $30 million
jab" at the surface of a personality
a year business that has becona’
"There are no so-called ’averag,
one of the main determinants of
norms’ to work by and that’s when,
our careers, our jobs and our very
they make mistakes," he said
place in society."
In his chapter "Brain Watchinr
In New York to mark publicain our Schools" and "Science ,,
lion of the book. Gross said salesCult?", Gross maintains s
public relations men. Ayer- quizzes
are crude instruments III ’ -g
m copy writers and oillece slU’
capable of individual diagnosis
"yet their use for this purpose is
widespread in the school system.’’ ’
Citing the support of several !
academic psychologists, he argues
that the tests are not reliable ob- ’
ieetive measures of human person :day and are basically unsuited for
the purpose of "finding" malad- ’
lusted students who ostensibly need
further counseling or referral to
school psychologists.
"The over-commercialization of
Alpha Delta Sigma, national pro- personality testing in the schools,"
1.ssional
advertising fraternity, he said. "is the fault of the naivete
ii..ked off its 50th anniversary of school administrators and guideelebration last week with a busi- ance people, the extravagant claims
ness meeting and a talk by a of test authors, and the hard-sell
prominent Negro advertising exec- techniques of testing companies."
utive.
The person being tested should
The featured speaker of the defend himself, Gross said, by
evening, Louis R. Johnson, is the cheating
- by forgetting about
advertising and western region di- himself completely and answering
rector for Ebony, Tan and Jet the questions to conform to the
magazines.
image of the person he thinks the
Johnson emphasized the swio- company is looking for.
logical and psyehologieal neetts tie"Brain watching," Gross said, "is
ing created by the growing Negro an aggressive non -science in this
market. He stressed the import- most sciirilltp of ages."
ance of the Negro conswners
who comprises 11 per cent of the
U.S. population being able to
identify themselves with the advertising they are extassed to.
Leslie Daily, a gardener at
He pointed out how Ebony mag- Prinknash Abbey, died last week
azine uses Negro models to create of a broken spine.
product identification. "This." he
He received the fatal injuries
said, "creates a certain amount of when Brother Christopher, a monk,
brand loyalty among Negroes."
fell on him from an apple tree.
Johnson noted other iourects
which advertisers should be concerned with. "Racial restrictions
impair the way Negroes will react
to advertising," he said.
Glenn Lutat, SJS chapter president, gave a short talk on the
fraternity’s history and functions.
Ile said. "San Jose State’s chapter
was formed in 1940 and is YloW I he
largest and most active on Ili!
West Coast."
ADS began with 17 members it
Nov. 14. 1913 and has grown 1. .
membership of more than 18
in 55 chapters throughout the I -

s

solid. furl Minuteman ICBM. and the

it ststage rocket

%LS. and Ph.D. degrees in aeronauti-

cal, mechanical. civil, electrical -electronic and industrial
engineering, and in engineering mechanics, engineering

lirirr. the

phssics as well as in mathematics and physics. At Boeing

defense mis-

you’ll %mi. in se small group where individual ability and

sile systeni. Boeing is also the world’s foremost designer
and builder of multi.jet aircraft. including the eight -jet
11.5211 minnile bombe. the KC -I 35 tanker -transport. the

initialise- get silents .If visibility. You’ll enjoy mans other
ads antages,

itirludillg an opportunity to take graduate

studies at comparn es ranse to help sou get ahead faster.
our Placement Office and arrange for an

C13.5 carpojet, and the famous Boeing 7(17. 720 and 727

Drop in to

jetliners. In addition, BocinsCs Vertu! Disision is one of

inters less. We’re looking forward to meeting you!
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Hopes for ’Easy’
Segregation Victories

10SP.SRTAN DAUS
\two., s

SJS Professor
Delivers Paper
At Conference

Doctor Shortage
Worries Reds

Debate Rages Around
Finn Soldier -President

Mile-Wide Meteor
To Hit Earth,
Scientist Predicts

.41.1.EGRA Rit.11NsoN
VIENNA !UPI ,
the
Finnish hat I alion. and iteasiini
Hs .5. K. PETERnt:N JR.
qualified Negro students III apply.
ills plaguing the Communist satHOUSTON. ’rex.
I,
HELSINKI. Finland it’ll i A from the western provinces.
and offered them scholarship aid.
ellite countries is. according to
It was a short, bloody war. with world Ls due to be hit ly
m.,.
if they needed it. The first Negro their own official reports, a poor good-sized ertead gathered recently in a room on Mannerheim both sides guilty of inhuman treat- wide meteor. Dr. Eugene M
students were admitted in the fall distribution of doctors.
Street, close by the Mannerheim ment to prisoners and suspects. maker, chief of the brai.
of 1955 "without a single incident
Donald S. Macrae, assistant proThe number of doctors per popu- statue and about a 15-minute valk By spring it was over, with the astrogeology of the U.S.
and with hardly a murmur of professor of business. attended the
lation is. on the surface, often Itom t he Mennerheim museum remnants of the red government cal Survey, told fellow scienti
The Rev. Mr. Verdery is head- lest from any quarter."
scars last week
19112 International Conference On master of Wooster School, a small
Then the Rev. Mr. Venters more than adequate but, like their and agreed there is such a thing fleeing to Russia. The social
-In fact, such a meteorite
of the wounds of 1918 are still visas a Mannerheim myth.
imPublic Personnel Administration but excellent college preparatory found himself confronted with an - western colleagues, the eastern
ible today and, to veterans of the pact in North America is tong
doctors prefer to work in the city
That
was
about
all
they
agreed
of
related
other
and
more
subtle
problem
school
to
the
Episcopal
in Miami Beach. Fla.. last week
anything
ove_Trdhuee,s"t
aSt
ihscri
is
ensisiskheot
on. The panel, arranged by uni- red guard. Mannerheim
conscience. The fashionable thing than on the farm.
.
Church.
it
t 51101101
students, heaped praise but a hero.
The shortage of doctors in rural ersits
.wsathidiCt North
to do was to admit one or two
had
%Vomiter
Seven
years
ago.
tetwkst hy persons from all over
! As chairman of the defense America should be struck by
an all-white student body. Toclay ’symbolic Negroes" as proof that areas is particularly acute in Hun- and abuse on the head of a man
the world, particularly these from
gary where, according to a radio who, in his time, was one of Fin- committee in the thirties, Man- large meteorite on the average
it has the highest proportion of ’ the school had no color barrier.
’
then approaching se\ - of Toth: 1,2s,trNiarlgOe.00Orn::antisit.e" lie
figures.
the United States and Canada.
to
Negro students
about ti per! But he felt such token integra- broadcast by the Hungarian min- land’s two best-known
The other, of course, was the enty, often was at odds with poll- said.
Macrae delivered a paper en- cent -- - in any independent school non of a private institution was a later of health. Dr. Ftigzes Doesiaziesooifs
atipcpianrosprio:teiornsthHe
109
health
,leschall.
Nedistricts
are
symbolic
"Morally,
fraud.
the
great composer. Jean Sibelius.
titled. "Making the Annual Report in the East.
reported strike this continent was the
gra. except as a first step, is a 1 without any doctors.
The interest in Mannerheim deone
a Public Relations Asset" at a ses- , The integration of a boy’s board- dishonest gesture." he said.
have been fearful of the con- which fell at Meteor Crater
He said 42.5 per cent of the rives from a series of three novels
New
England
is
an
in
school
in
Finnish,
a
stiff
of
too
sion on Monday. The following day. , in -g
sequences
Arizona. That was 20,000 years
Wooster now has eight Negro Idoctors practice in Budapest while by Paavo Rintala, who attempts to
"easy victory." the Rev. Mr. Vent,
talks
territorial
the
in
attitude
he participated in a panel disc us- e*. said, compared with admission ’ boys in a student body of 140. Far 26,000.0f the country’s 72000 hos- bring Mannerheim down off his
preceded the winter war of sion entitled. "Classification in of a Negro student to the I:nivel- ’ ft orn causing difficulties. they have,Pital beds also are located in the pedestal and show him to be an that
1939-40.
fitted into school life so quietly I capital.
Smaller Jurisdictions."
,ordinary human being. One who
sity of Mississippi.
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
Mannerheim took supreme
Macrae is personnel director of
But Wooster’s experience has that the Rev. Mr. 1,’erdery wonWhile there are doctors in the tampers with the Mannerheim
CLEANING & DYEING
the City of San Jose and imme- . convinced him that easy victories ! ders why he ever worried about rural areas, they are much met’- :figure in Finland lays himself open mand when the war broke 011i ill
For Quick Dependable
when
1944,
August,
’ integration.
until
held
it
Service Come to
diate past chairman of the West -are well worth winning.
of
criticism
and
Rintala
lot
worked. The party organ Neps- to a
second
for
the
that
some
of
the
lesbeaten
suspect
"I
Finland.
his
picture
ern Region of the Public Personzabadsag, cited the case of one got his share although
"Prejudice hits men where i
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
s. country doctor
no! Assiiiaii ii i n
a.nnim is. on the whole, time in less than five years, with43 E. Santa Clara
they’ re weakest," he said in an in- !sons we’ve learned here may I-who had to care l of Mannerheimerhe
drew from the "continuation war"
. sympathetic.
or 15,000 persons.
teiew.
rv
"Why don’t men hit prej- applicable to many other situa- : for
German
troops.
i
tions."
he
said.
fought
alongside
udice where it’s weakest?
A STORE FOR MEN
The state is trying to regulate I Thus it was that the meeting
Magaz;res
He succeeded Risto Ryti as presAdult books
"Pressing the issue of integra- I "A few white people of leader-1!distribution by forbidding medical , held recently raised a number of
Tobaccos C:gars
Novelties
and
conviction
could
break
1
lion a little harder, in situations 1 ship
graduates to practice unless they , temivratures and produced such ident that summer, with the task
C.garettes {25c ,eg. 264t k,fig
line
in
thousands
of
’
the
color
, of extricating Finland from the
where the opposition is likely to be
’comment as:
:are employed by the state.
PLAY BOY CIGAR STORE
war. By that time he was 77 and
weakest, is a tactic that has been schools, colleges, clubs, profession134 East Santa Clara
Manner-helm was just a genIn Poland the seriousness of the
and
business
ofal
organizations
his health was bad. Within a year
too much neglected in our preocOpen 12 noon to I am. 7 days
shortage of doctors in the coon- 1.1;11, not overly intelligent but
being
(ices.
with
hardly
a
blow
and a half he had to resign his
eupation w it h the tough -nut :
try can be read into the figures able to pick brainy subordinates
stiuck in oppcsition,
post after politicians criticized his
dictator.
to
act
as
a
inclined
of
and
by
Poland’s
Minister
presented
inability to carry out his duties.
- We shouldn’t scorn the easy Health, Dr. Jerzy Sztachelski, in
The tall Episcopal minister acof
the
was
a
hero
Mannerheim
he had some trepida- ’victories, Much progress is being a recent magazine article.
The last few years of his life
deservintelligent
and
Fatherland,
N knowledged
were spent largely in writing his
non about admission of Negroes thwart ed by a kind of prejudice
in
Finnish
hisof
a
high
place
Poling
of
Only
about
3
per
cent
to Wooster. An independent school, i which is not really deep-seated.
memoirs. Mannerheim died in
Make Big Stride doctors serve in rural areas torY
January. 1951. in Lausanne.
h even though it is located in the which is nothing more than ir- and’s
from
the
came
Mannerheim
the
population
is
though half of
in reading and
1 north, is exceedingly vulnerable to ’ responsible lethargy."
figure
of
Carl
The complicated
Swedish -Finnish aristocracy and
non-urban.
comprehension
economic pressure.
sore the title of baron. Failing ’Gustav Emil Mannerheim has long
b
According to Sztachelski. Poland
He also had a handy rationaliz ,examinations to the intrigued those who had some conthe
entrance
Call CH 8.7674
has only one health center for
tion for dodging the whole issue
Finnish military academy, he tact with him. Now the Finns are
’,very
while
many
persons,
10.000
Like many other private instil::’
sought service in the Russian trying to get a look at the real
’teas are without medical set-vices
’ions, Wooster could honestly
army. He apparently won a place man behind the glitter of the gold
of
2.000
minimum
of
any
kind.
A
\ ilann that no Negro had applied ,
coinutrhte inner circle of the Czarist I braid and to assess his real an’
375 TOWN & COUNTRY V ,
l SAN FRANCISCO lint
Bay doctors is urgently needed in the
for admission.
to his country.
areas.
Icountry
at tookions.
u sonic years to face’ Area residents will be given the
When the revolution came. he
nonestiv the simple fact that Ne- controversial Type 3 oral polio , Poland now is planning to ex- was a lieutenant general of cavro patents, like other parents, accine next March 31, KO. Polio Iperiment with nationalizing the al*, with a record of good service
’’weaters & Cashniere Coats
;ire not eager to place their chil- pusfram chairman Dr. Edward B. medical profession, thus permit- on the Romanian front. He came
Our Specialty
ting an increase in the flow of hack to Finland at the turn of
dren in an environment in which Shaw announced last week.
"The date was selected because doctors to outpatient clinic’s and the year 1917-1918 and found thel
they have reason to believe they
Trophy Manufacturers
:ire not really wanted," the Rev. it is well in advance of the polio Irural areas.
infant country was looking for a
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD
For All Events
Mr. Verdery said. "From a prac- season and private doctors sponIn East Germany the doctor military leader.
tical standpoint, the institution soring the program here are hop- ’shortage has reached alarming
The trade unions and radical 1
ENGRAVING
MEDALS
that wants Negroes must at first ing that by March 31 Sabin Type proportions, mainly because about socialists were preparing to overRIBBONS
PLAQUES
ask them to come. If it has none, 3 vaccine will have been cleared 4.500 doctors have fled the country thisiw the provisional government.
t is fair to say that it simply for everyone, rather than merely since 1945.
Mannerheim’s directives were ti,
293-1030
398 E. Santa Clara
for children 18 and under." Shaw
doesn’t want them."
According to West German builcl up an army capable of re"We Cater to Fraternities, Sororities
Wooster went out and invited said.
sources, the number of practi- sisting the Finnish red guard.
and all Campus Groups The Type 3 vaccine is under tioners in East Berlin and the rest
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Riders to LA
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-. Fresno Nov. 21. Will Day. Call 37motor, 5242 or 3713-9030,
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guaranteed and ready to ride.
ON SPECIAL! $5995
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SPARTAN SPECIAL
Cable Key Lock
This week only, $1.29

Start with a carton and you’ll end up knowing why Winston is America’s
number one filter cigarette... first in sales because it’s first in flavor.
The next time you buy cigarettes, buy pleasure by the carton. ..Winston!

PURE WHITE,
MODERN FILTER

(1;161i’"IljPLUS :

FILTER - BLEND UP FRONT

RENTALS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
?Sc a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 lino minimum
TO PLACE AN AD
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with Check or Money Order.
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n^ra we rent 3
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